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Even as the surface is manufactured to near flawlessness, Atkins does produce cracks that allow for the mixing of interior and exterior. Each corridor of the Sackler Gallery ends with a video projected floor to ceiling on a board mounted to a wooden framework in emulation of stretched canvas. These boards lean against the walls at odd angles to produce keystoning in the video. The light bleeds beyond the screen to create a sculptural effect. This very calculated emphasis on artifice, in combination with the long rectangular spaces, remind me of first-person shooter games from the early 2000s. Set against a backdrop of ambient cinematic sound, occasionally a glitch would make the walls, on either side of the raised avatar’s hand, appear substanceless and two-dimensional. Part of the protagonist’s body would move through the wall, and one could catch a glimpse of an enemy force standing dumbly in an adjacent room. Despite its storyline and cinematic suspense, the game would reveal itself as pure artifice. The multiple glory holes in the show also contribute to this effect. While Dave looks and inserts body parts through holes in the videos, they also appear on the text panels, partially obscuring inserts body parts through holes in the videos, they also contribute to this effect. While Dave looks and.

Among the many layers of Ed Atkins’s installation titled Ribbons, the one that concerns me most is its surface, or rather, its many surfaces held together through the theme and metaphor of skin. Entering the gallery one is confronted with, in addition to the wall of cinematic sound, images of computer generated human hides printed onto wooden sheets cut exactly to shape. Affixed to panels and walls, they clinically feature a stretch of chest, a splayed perineum, a flattened penis or some other such spread. The panels themselves are pages from Atkins’s opaque poetry printed to a 4 x 8’ size. Times New Roman text is intermixed with graphic drawings of squiggles, lines and body parts, such as noses, fingers, intestines and other sorts of squishy protrusions. Moving further along the corridor of the Serpentine Sackler Gallery one sees the first of four projections starring the naked avatar, Dave, who is presumably the embodiment of the splayed skin. Dave himself is something of a melancholic skinhead, shaved and toned, his body parchment for scrawled slogans like “FML,” “TROLL,” and “ASSHOLE.” But Dave seems unaware of, or perhaps simply indifferent to, his embellishments, and proceeds to smoke, drink, sing operatic arias and recite a histrionic, if often nonsensical, soliloquy, until he himself deflates like a balloon, his eyelashes falling off as he loses form. The videos cycle through various references to and metaphors for skin, from a limp penis with drooping foreskin sadly poised at a glory hole to the various televisual textual tropes applied like the ready-made digital skins we use to adjust the appearance of our webmail or video game character. There is a sense that the surface is all there is, and yet this surface folds, spreads and is layered to create a complexity that defies being dismissed as skin-deep superficiality.

James Joyce’s assertion that “modern man has an epidermis rather than a soul,”1 highlights the importance of surface in the mediated experience of modernity. While Joyce meant to say that the senses are developed “to the detriment of the spiritual faculty,”2 it seems that Atkins does not eschew depth as such, but takes a very focused and concentrated look at surface itself. The ability of the surface to stand in for the whole, gives mere appearances a power and meaning beyond themselves. While Ribbons does not project a vision of what that meaning might be, it does graft together a sort of Franklinstein from many types of skin to produce something simultaneously familiar and alienating.

Stock televisual footage and audio is one strategy Atkins uses to produce this sort of intimate anonymity. As empty forms, they are surfaces that have come to be associated with primetime game shows or mid-afternoon evangelical call-ins, amongst other such TV tropes. Each has its own graphic vocabulary that Atkins combines with text ranging from gibberish to TV tropes. Each has its own graphic vocabulary that Atkins combines with text ranging from gibberish to.
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2 Ibid.